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Order by: Most recent alphabetical order Each chart linear equation spreadsheet on this page contains four coordinate plans and equations in the form of slope interception, and includes a response key showing the correct graph. Graphic Linear Equations Equations that describe a line (i.e. a linear equation) are often
expressed in a form called slope interception form that resembles this... An equation in the form of slope interception shows how the y coordinates a point on the calculated line given a coordinate x. The slope in this equation is usually labeled as and will take the form of a constant (a whole or a fraction) in the equation
for an actual line. The interception value is the value in the form, and will take the form of another constant that identifies where the line crosses the y axis (the point where the x value is zero). There are a few particular cases where linear equations may not need all parts of the slope interception equation and it is
important to understand these shapes so that you know how to graph them. Special Cases of Slope Interception Equations A slope interception equation may not have its first term if the slope is zero. In these situations, the equation takes the form of a horizontal line... A slope interception equation may not have its
second term (interception y) if the line crosses the axis y originally... For vertical lines, all points in the line are at the same x-axis value and coordinates are ignored. In these situations, the equation takes the form of a vertical line... How to graph linear equations in slope interception form If you have an equation in the
form of slope interception, you can use these steps to plot this equation on the coordinate plane: Identify the interception constant y in the equation (the term b in the equation) Draw the intercept point y on the coordinates plane at the point (0.b). Identify the slope constant in the equation (the value in the equation).
Convert it into a fraction of more than 1 or an incorrect fraction if it is not already in fraction form. Treat the slope as an ongoing climb value, start with the interception motion y along the axis y a distance equal to the value of the slope numerator, and move along the axis x a distance equal to the slope denominator. Draw
that point. Draw a line that extends through the two points drawn. You can also calculate the equation of a line by changing the slope independently (either as a slope fraction or slope decimal place), or by entering a new interception y. If a new slope is entered, the slope calculator will move one of the points so that the
equation corresponds to the Line. If a new interception is entered, the slope will remain the same, but the calculator will move the two points to move the line to match the new interception y. If you are graphic linear equations, the spreadsheets on this page provide excellent practice resources for college students. You
can also use an empty coordinate plan to plot your own equations, or try to work with the slope to see how different points, slope values and y-intercept can be combined to make an equation in the form of slope interception. What is the slope of a line? The slope of a line is a mathematical measure of the steepness of a
line drawn on a graph appears, and this value is generally indicated as the m variable in an equation in the form of slope interception, y-mx-b. The slope is defined as the vertical change ratio (axis y) on a given amount of horizontal change (axis x), often memorized more simply as a fraction describing the elevation
above the stroke or rate of change. The slope is usually indicated as a fraction, often an incorrect fraction, but it can also be represented as a fraction or a mixed decimal number in certain situations. If a line is sloping up and right, it is rising as you look from left to right across the x axis. The increase in this case is
positive, and such a line will have a positive slope. If a line is sloping down and to the right, it falls as you look from left to right across the x axis. The increase in this case is negative (the line is down), and such a line will have a negative slope. How to find the slope of a line If you have two points, they define a line on a
Cartesian coordinate plane, and you can use these points to calculate the slope of the line. You can do this using the formula below... m - Starting with two points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2), the slope calculator replaces the values in this equation to calculate the rise at the top and the race at the bottom. Considering your two
points. no matter what point is used (x1,y1) or (x2,y2), but it is very important that you constantly use the coordinates for each point. For example, if you choose a point such as (5, 6), be sure to use 5 as the first term of subtraction on top of the equation, and 6 as the first term of subtraction on the bottom of the equation.
Mix individual coordinates between points or think there is a specific reason to choose a point that (x1,y1) are common error calculating the slope. If in doubt, check your answer with the slope calculator and you'll see that it's much easier than it looks. What is the slope of a horizontal line? The slope of a horizontal line is
zero. In the slope formula above, the upper component of the slope ratio shows the vertical change between two points on the line. Since each point of a horizontal line will have the same coordinate of the y axis, the numerator of this fraction of slope will always be zero, and therefore the calculated slope will always be
zero. The slope calculator will calculate the line equation without the first term, effectively reducing y-mx-b to the y-b shape, which reflects that the co-ordinated y calculated is constant for a given x coordinate. What is the slope of a vertical line? Like the slope of a horizontal line, the slope of a vertical line is special.
Again, when referring to the slope equation, consider how the coordinates change as you travel up and down a vertical line. In in the case of a vertical line, the x-axis coordinate will never change for a given axis coordinate. For this reason, the change in the x axis represented as the lower component of the slope ratio is
zero. There's a problem here. The slope equation is divided by this change in the x value result, and division by zero is not allowed. Therefore, the slope of a vertical line is not defined, and you can easily see that you cannot calculate the y values in terms of x values using an equation in the form of slope interception y-
mx-b because the m value for the slope is not defined, making the whole equation undefined. In other words, there is no equivalent equation of slope interception form for a vertical line, so we need something else. The equation of a vertical line is transformed by the slope calculator into an x-c shape, where it represents
a constant x value that defines the line for each possible coordinate y. How to find the Y interception of a line Once you have the equation of a line in the form of a slope interception, finding the interception there is easy, but understanding why the equation highlights the interception is as important as simply being able to
read it from the final term of the equation. Interception is the point where the line crosses the y axis. Because each point in the axis has a coordinate value x of zero, the line slope interception equation can be used to solve to y a value x of zero. This will calculate the value where the line crosses the y axis. Interception is
formally a pair of coordinates, but because the coordinate x by definition zero, the interception is often identified by only one value (coordinate y). In addition, this axis value is the only one as a variable b in the y-mx-b slope interception equation. In fact, when a line is described as a slope interception equation, the
interception value can be read from the last term of the equation. However, what to do if you don't have the line equation and you're just starting from the dots? The you can redesign the slope interception equation so that it takes the next form... This formula calculates the interception from the slope and a point on the
line. The slope calculator uses the same formula to find the interception after determining the actual slope as described above. How to find the equation of a line Given the slope and at least one point, the equation is used to find the interception. With the interception and slope calculated, all the parts necessary to create
an equation in the form of slope interception are present. The slope interception equation for the line is shown in the calculator graph in one of the unstover by the line. This complete set of printable worksheets for 8th and 22th graders includes exercises such as the linear equation graph by completing the function table,
the line graph using the slope and y-intercept, the graph of horizontal and vertical lines and more. A series of MCQ spreadsheets requires students to choose correct graphs based on linear linear equations Free spreadsheets are also included. Printing help - Please do not print spreadsheets with grids directly from the
browser. Please download and print. Graphic Linear Equation: Type 1 Replace x values in the given equation to find y coordinates. Draw the x and y coordinates on the grid and complete the graph. Each spreadsheet has nine graph problems in the linear equation. Graphic Linear Equation: Type 2 Look for missing x and
y values and fill in tables. Draw the ordered pairs and draw the line accordingly. Download these spreadsheets for sufficient practice on chart tracing. Graphic Linear Equation: Type 3 To draw a linear equation, first make a value chart. Suppose your own values for x for all the spreadsheets provided here. Replace the x
values in the equation to find y values. Finish the tables, draw the dots and draw the lines. Write the equation: Horizontal / Vertical Look at the graph in this table of pdf spreadsheets and write the equation of a horizontal line (y-k) or vertical (x-k). There are six problems in each spreadsheet. MCQ: Select the graph Identify
the correct graph that represents the given linear equation in this batch of spreadsheets. Five MQCs are presented in each worksheet. MCQ: Select the linear equation Each pdf spreadsheet has nine graph problems in the linear equation. then choose the correct linear equation that best represents it. Download this set
of spreadsheets to access all our spreadsheets on this page. Page.
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